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This Addendum form is part of the contract documents and modifies the original Bidding Documents. 
The following revision for clarification, shall be made to the bid documents for Bid # 04032018-01.  All 
other requirements of the contract documents shall remain the same.   It is mandatory to acknowledge 
receipt of this addendum by signing and inserting the addendum to the last page of the document. 

 

Clarifications 

The Murrieta Valley Unified School District is providing clarification as a result of written questions 
received after the bid was posted. 

 

Q1 Vendor: I don’t see the job specs or the items identified. I may be missing something? 

A1  We are not asking for a line item bid, instead, due to the volume we are asking for a volume 
 discount on the entire project. 

Q2  Vendor:  For the fitness equipment section it doesn’t give any line item details for the 
 equipment. Do you just want me to fill in the total % off the list price that’s is quoted and 
 include a quote with all the items with the bid documents? 

A2 We are not asking for a line item bid, instead, due to the volume we are asking for a volume 
 discount on the entire project. 

Q3  Vendor:  For the Disabled Veterans section what are you looking for? I have never seen one of 
 these on the bid and am I bit confused by it. 

A3  The Disabled Veteran’s section is included to ensure there is no discrimination against that vendor 
 group.   DVBE docs are required when a district makes purchases using State Facility Bond funds 
 for a modernization or new construction project.    
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Q4  Vendor:  To clarify you need our MSRP sheet and a volume discount on each section of 
 equipment. Cardio section?  Strength equipment section? is This correct?   There you have 
 the opportunity to choose the models and quantities desired?  Here is a national contract you 
 may be aware of NJPA (a piggyback bid) see attached. All schools, Government entities may  
 purchase from if desired. On this contract if it is 1 piece of equipment or 100 pieces of 
 equipment, same price per piece.  I know we need to tailor it for a 100K or 300K or are you only 
 expecting pricing ONLY for the bikes?   

A4 We are seeking a volume discount on a vendor’s entire catalog.  This will allow us to receive a 
 discount on all items in the catalog.   

Q5 Vendor: To recap you are looking for the format (like NJPA) in your response.  So you may 
 choose desired  models and qty? If so, NJPA is perfect pricing and we’ll need to add freight 
 deliver any install (or FOB) per contract. Tax is billed.  Per my email on working with other 
 schools/references, are you considering other Life Fitness items/equipment or just the IC7 
 bikes. I saw no substitutions.  We are the exclusive dealer for Life Fitness equipment in 
 Southern California. 

A5  Vendor: Correct, we would like to choose from the vendor’s catalog. 

Q6  We are working on the bid and we understand the discount off the catalog pricing.  Do you 
 need install listed as an option?  Meaning the furniture would be delivered to our install group 
 and they would come out offload, assemble and set in place, thank you. 

A6 Assembly and delivery should be included in the bid.  Items will be delivered to specific school 
 sites. 

  

 

 

Signature:  __________________________       Date: ____________________________ 
   
 

 


